
Sunday is a day off 

or it’s not Sunday! 

The day off on Sunday, and the 8 

hour labour day constitute the 

most important achievements in 

the history of the Labour 

Movement on a global scale. A day of relaxation, of 

social meeting, of free of choice action, a day of 

celebration. This is what Sunday is! 

Yet, one of the prerequisites of the 4th depth agreement 

of Greece is the “optional” opening of shops for 32 

Sundays per year in the so called “tourist” areas.  

No matter what justification is given by the Greek 

government, unemployment has not been decreased 

with the “shopping” Sundays. Employers are obliged to 

work more and poorly paid. Equally, shops’ profits have 

not been increased. Simply because their potential 

clients do not have lack of time, but of money. 

 

For all the above mentioned, 

 

We call you to stand in solidarity with our struggle. 

Do not visit shops on a Sunday! 
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